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New Mercedes-Benz Offers

Lease the 2017 GLE 350 4MATIC® for $549 per month

36 months/10,000 miles per year lease. Incoming unit. Available only to qualified customers at
participating authorized MercedesBenz dealers through MercedesBenz Financial Services through
4/2/2018. Advertised lease rate based on a gross capitalized cost of $57,246. Includes destination
charge. Excludes title, taxes, registration, license fees, insurance, dealer prep. and additional options.
Total monthly payments equal $19,764. Cash due at signing includes $3,929 capitalized cost
reduction, $795 acquisition fee, and first month’s lease payment of $549. Total payments equal
$24,488. Subject to credit approval. No security deposit required. 

  

Lease the 2017 C 300 4MATIC® for $339 per month.

36 months/10,000 miles per year lease.  Incoming unit. Available only to qualified customers at
participating authorized MercedesBenz dealers through MercedesBenz Financial Services through
4/2/2018. Advertised lease rate based on a gross capitalized cost of $41,316. Includes destination
charge.  Excludes title, taxes, registration, license fees, insurance, dealer prep. and additional options.
Total monthly payments equal $12,204. Cash due at signing includes $3,149 capitalized cost
reduction, $795 acquisition fee, and first month’s lease payment of $339. Total payments equal
$16,148. Subject to credit approval. No security deposit required. 
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Used Car Hot List 

2015 BMW X4 335i – $32,900
Stock# 33800, click here for details

2014 Mercedes-Benz CLA – $21,900
Stock# 33757, click here for details

2015 Mercedes-Benz GL 450 – $44,900
Stock# 33842, click here for details

2015 Mercedes-Benz GLK 350 – $29,900
Stock# 34062, click here for details

2013 Audi allroad – $26,400
Stock# 34050, click here for details

2017 Audi A4 – $32,900
Stock# 33945, click here for details

2014 Audi A6 Prestige with Driver's Assistance – $30,600
Stock# 33990, click here for details

We've got 2 Certified Pre-Owned Porsches in stock.  Click here to see more.
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Fun Souvenirs That Aren’t T-Shirts
Remember your trip by picking up one of these souvenir options

While traveling, you create beautiful memories of new places and new experiences. While memories
are invaluable, sometimes it can be nice to have a physical memento to remind you of your favorite
places. Instead of picking up the overdone “I Heart Insert-State-Here” T-shirt, consider taking home
one of these fun souvenir options.

Newspaper

Picking up a local newspaper is a
great way to capture the essence
of your travels. Not only will the
newspaper reflect where you were,
but it will capture when you were
there and what was happening in
the world at the time. Consider
picking up a local city newspaper
as well as a national newspaper on
each of your trips.

Jewelry

If you’re a person who wears
jewelry, there are plenty of places
to pick up location-specific jewelry
pieces. Necklaces in souvenir
shops often have the names or
pictures of famous places in the
area. If you’re not a necklace person, you can opt for alternatives like bracelets, rings or even earrings.

Baseball caps

Almost every baseball cap on the market has a logo or design of some kind. At each of your
adventure’s destinations, consider picking up a baseball cap depicting something memorable from
your trip. The cap can be simple, just displaying the city and state, or it can have artwork representing
your favorite artifact or attraction you saw along the way.

Shot glasses

Whether you’re passing through the airport or visiting a museum in a new town, gift shops almost
always carry shot glasses etched with designs of a local attraction. Shot glasses are small and easy to
transport. While they’re usually made of glass, they take up minimal space, so you can wrap them in a
t-shirt and fit them in your bag without any problems. Plus, they usually come with a low price tag, so
you won’t have to empty your wallet to buy a couple for your friends.

Framed photos

Photos of your trips can be the best souvenirs out there, and you won’t have to carry anything extra
home in your suitcase. Take pictures along the way and, when you get home, have your photos
printed and framed. You can give them as gifts to loved ones or keep them for yourself as a reminder
of your adventures.

Christmas ornaments

You don’t have to limit your Christmas shopping to November and December. Instead, pick up a



Christmas ornament in each new location you visit throughout the year. Each ornament will have a
memory associated with it, so when Christmas does roll around, you’ll be able to reflect on the year
and all of the fun times you had as you decorate the tree.

There’s no better way to memorialize your trip than to bring home a souvenir. Next time you’re on the
move, keep an eye out for some of these unique items to help you remember your trip.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Mercedes-Benz C-Class Sedan
Sleek sophistication with capable powertrain options

The 2018 Mercedes-Benz C-Class Sedan is available in three trims: C 300, C 300 4MATIC® and C
350e Plug-in Hybrid. No matter which one you select, you and your passengers can expect a nimble,
comfortable ride and the latest technology.

Performance perks

The base C 300 model outputs an
EPA-estimated 24 mpg in the city
and 33 mpg on the highway.*
Underneath the hood, a
turbocharged 2.0-liter engine
provides a healthy dose of energy
at 241 horsepower and 273 lb-ft of
torque.

Opt for the hybrid plug-in version to
enjoy premium performance and
efficiency. It offers 275 horsepower,
443 lb-ft of torque and an
impressive 51 MPGe.*

Athletic and pleasing driving
experience

The first two trim levels come with a
9G-TRONIC automatic
transmission that endows the vehicle with a sporty handling. The DYNAMIC SELECT function
enables you to switch between different driving modes when needed.

AIRMATIC® technology is available on the 2018 Mercedes-Benz C 350e Plug-in Hybrid. This
four-wheel multi-link suspension lets you round bends and navigate over rough roads smoothly.

Luxurious cabin

A power sunroof, wood trim detailing and a leather steering wheel come standard with each trim level.
You can also opt for leather seats as well as heated and cooled seating functions.

Select the Navigation Aid with Voice Activation to make it easier to find new destinations without
getting lost. Choose the Smartphone Integration Package to enjoy the added perks of Apple
Carplay™ and Android Auto™.

Safety for the modern age

Each 2018 Mercedes-Benz C-Class Sedan comes standard with a comprehensive airbag system
paired with typical safety features such as a rearview camera, anti-lock brakes, traction control and
stability control.

For extra peace of mind, select the available Lane Departure Warning, Lane Departure Prevention
and Blind Spot Detection.

The 2018 Mercedes-Benz C-Class Sedan should satisfy your need for reliable performance and
responsive handling. Add on the brand’s characteristically opulent interior and advanced safety
features and you get a contemporary sedan that will transport you and your family in style.



*EPA-estimated
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Mercedes-Benz CLS Coupé
Smart and dramatic

The V8-powered, gorgeously appointed and beautifully styled third-generation 2018 Mercedes-Benz
CLS Coupé does everything right as it reprises its role as the German luxury brand’s flagship vehicle.

Distinctive style

Traditionally a coupe features only
two doors, but Mercedes-Benz has
broken that mold by giving the CLS
Coupé four doors and sticking with
the sleek, low profile that so often
characterizes coupes. Dramatic
lines, beautiful sheet metal and
complex yet graceful intersections
of curves and crests come together
at the rear wheels to create a truly
distinctive look, punctuated by the
short trunk lid. Your eyes are
constantly drawn to details like the
signature diamond grille, the
dominating fenders around the
hood, the high-arching waistline
and the wide, slanted headlights.
Everywhere you look, there is
something to appreciate.

Smart interior

The 2018 Mercedes-Benz CLS Coupé’s interior is exceptionally smart — in both the “well-dressed”
and “intelligent” senses of the word. The supple, semi-aniline leather is as inviting as it is comfortable
and the handcrafted wood trim seems to come in every possible variety, from linden, poplar and
walnut to ash and piano-black gloss. Whichever appeals to you most, they all provide a nice contrast
to the large, dashboard-dominating, horizontally installed, 8-inch infotainment touchscreen system. In
addition to the wealth of multimedia and navigation options afforded by said system, the CLS Coupé
offers the latest versions of driver assistive technologies, including PRE-SAFE ® Brake with
Pedestrian Recognition, BAS® PLUS with Cross-Traffic Assist, DISTRONIC PLUS® with Steering
Assist and adaptive braking technology with Predictive Brake Priming.

V8 only

For the new model year, the Mercedes-Benz CLS Coupé offers only a single engine: a V8. Using
technologies like rapid-multispark ignition, high-pressure direct injection and widely variable valve
timing, the 4.7-liter V8 produces 402 horsepower and 443 lb-ft of torque. Peak figures are regularly, if
not permanently, attained thanks to the clever 9G-TRONIC® nine-speed automatic transmission,
whose shorter steps between gears and seamless shift transitions ensure maximum smoothness and
power at all times. Meanwhile, the AIRMATIC® semi-active suspension uses electronically-controlled
air springs to automatically deliver the best combination of comfort and agility based on road
conditions, or based on the driving mode you set.

Strong V8 power, advanced technologies, exquisite craftsmanship and dramatic style make the new
generation of the Mercedes-Benz CLS Coupé a resounding success.



This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Audi A3
The enlightened choice for entry-level luxury

Audi’s comprehensive sense of poise, confidence and refinement is evident on the 2018 Audi A3,
available in both sedan and cabriolet body styles. Those looking to make their first forays into the
luxury segment in the Audi A3 will find a balance of style and substance, thrilling performance and
cutting-edge technology, all at a reasonable starting price.

A self-assured look

The driving experience is about
more than how a vehicle drives; it’s
the way a vehicle looks to the
passerby and, by extension, how it
makes you feel. On the 2018 A3,
this all starts with Audi’s signature
Singleframe® grille, anchored by
the four-ring emblem and flanked
by sharp, aggressive headlights.
The 2018 Audi A3’s aerodynamic,
sleek profile is enhanced by crisp
body lines that provide a sense of
musculature, and its powerful
stance is bolstered in the back by
sculpted dual exhaust outlets.

Small car, big on power

Under the hood of the 2018 Audi
A3 is a robust 2.0-liter
turbocharged TFSI® engine. For
models with front-wheel drive, the 2.0-liter turbo is mated to a seven-speed S tronic® dual-clutch
transmission, which generates 186 horsepower and 221 lb-ft of torque. With Audi’s quattro® all-wheel
drive and a six-speed S tronic® dual-clutch, the 2018 A3 gets even more powerful with 220
horsepower and 258 lb-ft of torque, accelerating from zero to 60 mph in just 5.8 seconds.

If you’re seeking more control in inclement weather, you’ll want to opt for quattro® all-wheel drive. It
offers a variable torque split that helps improve traction on less-than-ideal surfaces by delivering
power to all four wheels as needed. With quattro all-wheel drive, the confidence you feel at the wheel
of your 2018 Audi A3 increases exponentially.

On the cutting edge

Adding further to the experience with the 2018 Audi A3 Sedan and Cabriolet is an available virtual
cockpit. Fully customizable to your whims, this 12.3-inch digital instrument display provides all the
information you want and need, including MMI® Navigation plus, music and information related to
driver assistance technology.

Speaking of driver assistance, every 2018 Audi A3 is offered with standard Audi pre sense® basic.
This includes technologies such as automatic emergency braking and forward collision alert, which
help to bolster your confidence when traveling unknown avenues. On Premium Plus and Prestige
models, Audi Side Assist with Rear Cross Traffic Assist provides an additional layer of support for
urban driving and parking in tight spaces.

Visit your local dealership to experience the luxury, convenience and comfort provided within the 2018



Visit your local dealership to experience the luxury, convenience and comfort provided within the 2018
Audi A3.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Audi SQ5
Exciting small SUV performance perfected by Audi

Take an Audi Q5, add better suspension and a turbocharged V6, and you get the 2018 Audi SQ5 —
one of the most exciting small SUVs of the year.

Performance

The 2018 Audi SQ5 features a
3.0-liter, turbocharged TFSI® V6
engine that cranks out 354
horsepower and 369 lb-ft of torque.
Power goes to all four wheels
thanks to Audi’s famous quattro®
all-wheel drive system and an
eight-speed Tiptronic® automatic
transmission, which increases the
speed and smoothness of every
shift. The Audi SQ5 also boasts a
specially tuned, lightweight
suspension that increases agility
and stability while cornering. It can
be adapted to various road
conditions with Audi drive select,
which features seven different
presets: Lift / Offroad, Allroad,
Efficiency, Comfort, Auto, Dynamic
and Individual. To top it all off, the
Audi SQ5 accelerates from zero to 60 mph in 5.1 seconds.

Technology

Whether to enhance convenience or safety, there is no shortage of technology in the 2018 Audi SQ5.
It comes with the expected, such as Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ smartphone integration, as
well as the unexpected, such as handwriting-recognition technology as part of the MMI® all-in-touch
system. This allows you, for example, to simply write your entry in the navigation system rather than
select letters and numbers using a knob or touchscreen. As a part of Audi pre sense®, the SQ5 is
also equipped with an array of driver assistive features. These features have the ability to detect an
imminent frontal collision with a vehicle or pedestrian and even initiate emergency braking.

Design

The 2018 Audi SQ5 is beautifully crafted inside and out, from the sculpted, three-dimensional LED
headlights and a platinum gray Singleframe® grille to the three-spoke, multifunction flat-bottom
steering wheel and sport seats in Nappa leather. Although the SQ5 is the performance model, utility
has in no way been compromised. Cargo space remains generous, with 60.4 cubic feet of space
available with the 40/20/40 rear seatbacks folded, made easily accessible by a sleek, hands-free
power tailgate. Even tall rear passengers will find room to stretch their legs in the SQ5.

Its combination of luxury, road presence and performance makes the 2018 Audi SQ5 one of the most
appealing SUVs to hit the market in recent times.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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New Audi Offers

2018 Audi A4 ULTRA Sedan

Lease for $399 per month*

*36 months/10,000 miles per year lease. 

$2,900 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition and services fees extra. 

Security deposit waived. Stock #6550 and 6551.

To qualified credit. Must finance through AFS. Expires 3/31/2018.

 

2018 Audi Q3 SUV

Lease for $379 per month*

*36 months/10,000 miles per year lease. 

$3273 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition and services fees extra. 

Security deposit waived. Stock# 6564.  

To qualified credit. Must finance through AFS. Expires 3/31/2018.

 

2018 Audi PREMIUM Q5 SUV

Lease for $449 per month*

*36 months/10,000 miles per year lease. 

$4,393 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition and services fees extra. 

Security deposit waived. Lease applies to stock# 6631 and 6621 only. 

To qualified credit. Must finance through AFS. Expires 3/31/2018.
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Porsche Madison Is Ready for Spring

Spring is just around the corner and we've got some beautiful sports cars to help you love your
commute.

Click here to see our entire Porsche inventory.

We also have a good selection of the popular Macan starting at $54,130. If you want SUV functionality
and sport-car handling you need to test drive a Macan. Click here see all the choices.
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Car Care: Spring Cleaning for Your Vehicle
Spring cleaning tips for your vehicle

The temperatures are rising. The birds are singing. The salt covered roads have returned to their
natural charcoal-tinted, cracked selves. In other words, spring has sprung, and you’re probably busier
than a bee spring cleaning every room inside your house and tending to your neglected, winter-beaten
landscape and patio. In your dedication to your cleaning chores, don’t forget to add “spring clean the
car” to your list. Just as your home has weathered the winter months, so has your car, and it, too,
needs a lot of attention, inside and out.

Exterior

Road salt, grime and dirt can eat
away at your vehicle’s pristine paint
job as well as corrode the
undercarriage. Flying debris — like
rocks — that hit your car while
driving can cause tiny nicks in the
exterior, which can grow and cause
rust to form.  According to
AutoTrader.com writer Doug
DeMuro, washing your car and
ridding it of winter’s footprint is
essential.  

A thorough washing does more
than remove these contaminants to
reveal a pretty finish; it protects
your car from ongoing, costly and
unsightly damage. Bust out the
bucket, soap and water for a DIY
wash, drive to your local automated
car wash or patronize a car wash
fundraiser; the method doesn’t really matter as long as your car comes out squeaky clean.

“Once your car is dry, apply wax. A synthetic polymer-based wax will offer you longer-lasting
protection,” advises Matthew C. Keegan, writer for NAPAonline.com.

While you are giving your car a spit shine, be sure use some elbow grease on the tires.

“Because standard car wash cleaner will not get your tires sufficiently clean, use a dedicated tire and
wheel cleaner,” advises Keegan. “Liberally apply the tire cleaner to the outer surface, then use a tire
brush to vigorously scrub back and forth.”

Now is a good time to review the health of your car’s tires and wiper blades, too. Is the tread wearing
unevenly? Are your tires inflated to the manufacturer-recommended psi?

DeMuro advises checking the blades for cracks and wear. Since wiper blades have a productive
lifespan of approximately six months, Keegan recommends replacing your winter-weathered blades
with new ones to take on the demands of spring and summer and again in the fall as part of your
cold-weather car care prep.

Interior

You and your passengers probably tracked a lot of dirt and salt over the past few months onto your



floor mats and the seats. Keegan says it’s time to fire up the vacuum to rid your interior of crumbs,
dust, dirt and salt. He also recommends you apply a “foaming fabric and upholstery cleaner” to your
cloth seats and to refer to your vehicle’s manual for instructions on how to clean and revitalize wood
and leather materials.

Under the hood

Your car’s engine worked overtime getting you through winter and as a result is suffering from
depleted resources. DeMuro recommends checking that your coolant is at its proper level as well as
doing a review of your engine’s belts and hoses to make sure nothing is cracked, loose or broken. If
you’re unsure what to look for, DeMuro advises taking it in for a service check, and while you’re at the
shop, “ask for a quick suspension and alignment check.”

With these tips, your car will be ready to take on warmer temperatures and the demands of spring.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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7 Herbs You Should Be Growing
Spice up your cooking with these appetizing additions

While dried herbs are a practical component of many modern-day kitchens, many food enthusiasts
agree that nothing can take the place of fresh herbs. Whether you’re an avid cook or simply want to
incorporate fresh ingredients into your meals, home-grown herbs are great for enhancing the flavor
and nutrition of your diet. Here are seven herbs you should consider cultivating.

Holy basil

A common ingredient in
Vietnamese and Thai cuisine, this
herb has a characteristic taste of
mild pepper and licorice. Joe
Leech, MS, contributor to
Healthline.com, explains that
besides adding exotic flavor to
soups and stir fries, holy basil has
some significant health benefits.
For one thing, it boosts the immune
system and helps fight bacterial
infections. This herb has also been
used to treat anxiety and
depression, as well as to help
reduce blood sugar levels.

Akatade

For an alternative to using chile
pepper in a recipe, chef Marc Sheehan of Loyal Nine recommends an herb called akatade.
Sometimes referred to as water pepper or smartweed, this herb has a spicy flavor with a faint note of
cinnamon, making it perfect for seasoning meat or as a garnish for plated meals.

Rosemary

Known for its aromatic fragrance and often used in Mediterranean dishes, rosemary has been
heralded for its ability to fight cancer cells and improve memory, explains Rebecca Toback, contributor
with Health.com. The University of Northumbria performed a study that surveyed two groups of
people. The first group took a memory test in a rosemary-scented room, while the second group took
the same test in a room that lacked the rosemary scent. The first group performed significantly better
on the memory test than the second group.

Salad burnet

Sheehan also suggests salad burnet, an herb that tastes a lot like cucumber. Whether you add it to
roasted meats or incorporate it into a salad mix, this vigorous herb is easy to grow. It also replenishes
itself quickly, even if you regularly snip off samples to include in your culinary concoctions.

Peppermint

This herb has a long history of acting as a quintessential ingredient in aromatherapy and folk
medicine. According to Leech, peppermint has been helpful in reducing nausea and relieving IBS
symptoms such as bloating and pain. Try sprinkling a few leaves of this herb into your hot cocoa or a
mint julep cocktail.



Parsley

Whether you use it as a garnish to lend an upscale vibe to your plated dinners or as a main ingredient
in a dish like tabbouleh, this herb is an essential for any health enthusiast. Not only is it high in
vitamins A and C, but Toback explains that it also provides half of the recommended daily intake of
vitamin K if you consume just 1 tablespoon of it. 

Anise hyssop

This herb lends a delicious flavor to sauces and stocks as well as salads. If you like fennel, mint and
basil, Sheehan says anise hyssop should please your palate. It’s also as visually appealing as it is
hearty in taste, which makes it a perfect garnish for fancy meals.

Elevate your culinary experiences by growing one or more of these herbs at home. But be warned —
you might get so addicted to the unparalleled flavors of fresh herbs that you never go back to using
dried ones.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Sprinter 4 x 4's Available

There are 3 different kinds of Mercedes-Benz Commercial 4 x 4's to help you get the job done. 

The Smartliner 4 x 4 15 Passenger Shuttle in stock now -- click here

The Crew Van 4 x 4 and the Cargo Van 4 x 4 are in transit and on their way to the store. Talk to Rob
Fawver at 608-258-4018 for all the details, or email him at Robert.Fawver@zimbrick.com

To see our entire stock of Commercial vans -- click here
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Porsche 911 GT3
Unmistakably engineered for the track

The 2018 Porsche 911 GT3 is a car designed to be the ultimate road-legal track car.

Style

There’s no mistaking the 2018
Porsche 911 GT3 for anything but a
track-ready car. If the enormous
rear wing doesn’t provide enough
of a hint, then perhaps the large
wheels that completely fill the
fenders or the oversized air intakes
that cool the engine lap after lap
will. Ultimately, the Porsche 911
GT3 can never be mistaken for any
other make. It continues to bear
the classic, bulbous headlights and
form-follows-function styling that
has characterized it since the 911
debuted in 1963.

Powertrain

The engine in the 2018 Porsche
911 GT3 may not be the most
powerful in the 911 lineup, but it is
the one that provides the best track performance because of its weight and responsiveness. Revving
all the way up to 9,000 rpm, the 4.0-liter boxer six-cylinder engine sends 500 horsepower and 339 lb-ft
of torque to the rear wheels. It can be paired with either a six-speed manual or the famed Porsche
Doppelkupplung (PDL), a seven-speed dual-clutch automatic. It accelerates from zero to 60 mph in
3.2 seconds, covers the quarter mile in just 11.3 seconds and can attain a top speed of 198 mph. If it
weren’t for the enormous wing on its back, it could go even faster — but that, of course, would get in
the way of cornering ability.

Amenities

As good as the 2018 Porsche 911 GT3 is on the track, it must also, at times, be driven on the road. To
that end, the 911 GT3 is equipped with a number of luxurious features and amenities to enhance
everyday driving life. These amenities include Alcantara ® sport seats and cabin finishes, a
12-speaker Bose® Surround Sound System with a 100-watt subwoofer and the latest Porsche
Communication Management (PCM). The last comes with a high-resolution touchscreen and gives
you control over Connect Plus, a connectivity module that features built-in LTE and access to Porsche
Connect services and apps.

Though its primary goal is to be driven around a track as fast as possible, the 2018 Porsche 911 GT3
also boasts the fine craftsmanship and premium features expected of a top-end luxury car.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Porsche Panamera Turbo
Take the power and luxury of Porsche to the next level with the
Panamera Turbo

The Porsche Panamera has a reputation for power and luxury. If you want even more performance
and refinement, you need only look to the 2018 Panamera Turbo. The 2018 Panamera Turbo lineup
takes the luxury sedan’s superior basic trims and enhances those features exponentially. The result is
a collection of vehicles that produce on-road envy anywhere they go.

Signature Porsche performance

Power has always been a hallmark
of the Porsche brand and that
aspect takes center stage in the
2018 Porsche Panamera Turbo.
The 2018 Panamera Turbo is
equipped with an exquisitely
engineered 4.0-liter turbocharged
V8, capable of producing an
immense 550 horsepower and 567
lb-ft of torque. That level of
performance allows the Panamera
Turbo to accelerate from zero to 60
mph in just 3.6 seconds. Pair that
power with an advanced all-wheel
drive system and the Porsche
Panamera Turbo offers you a
journey you won’t soon forget.

The true power of a hybrid

It would seem impossible for Porsche to improve upon the standard performance metrics of the 2018
Porsche Panamera Turbo, yet that is exactly what the brand has achieved with its 2018 Panamera
Turbo S E-Hybrid collection. While the Panamera Turbo travels from zero to 60 mph in a mere 3.6
seconds, the hybrid variant speeds to 60 mph in just 3.2 seconds thanks to a powertrain offering 680
horsepower and 626 lb-ft of torque.

An in-vehicle oasis

Porsche isn’t just renowned for the power its vehicles produce. The automaker also owes its success
to the luxury it supplies within its models. While the base trim of the Porsche Panamera is certainly not
lacking in opulent amenities, you’ll need to select a model from the Turbo lineup to receive the very
best that Porsche has to offer. Heated seats for both the front and rear rows create in-cabin comfort in
even the coldest of climates. Meanwhile, finding the most comfortable position is an easy task with the
Panamera’s 14-way front seats. To give it a supremely luxurious feel, the interior of the Panamera
Turbo is accented with dark walnut, constantly reminding you that you are driving one of the most
opulent automobiles in the world.

For the ultimate in performance in luxury, look no further than the 2018 Porsche Panamera Turbo
lineup.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Mercedes-AMG® Launches Three New 53 Series
Models
Meet the AMG® CLS, E-Class Coupe and E-Class Cabriolet

Mercedes-AMG® is introducing three new 53 series models of the 2018 CLS, E-Class Coupe and
E-Class Cabriolet, providing new
distinguishing features as well as
exceptional power.

The new 53 series models are
helping Mercedes-AMG® begin its
journey toward a hybridized future
by combining a 3.0-liter six-cylinder
engine with an electric auxiliary
compressor, an EQ Boost
starter-alternator and a 48-volt
onboard electrical system.

On its own the engine produces
429 horsepower and 384 lb-ft of
torque. Meanwhile, EQ Boost
combines a starter motor and an
alternator, located between the
engine and transmission, to form a
powerful electric motor that can
momentarily provide an additional
21 hp and 184 lb-ft.

This not only enhances performance but also improves fuel economy and emissions. With the help of
the quick shifting AMG® SPEEDSHIFT® TCT 9G transmission and the fully variable AMG®
Performance 4MATIC+® all-wheel drive system, the 2018 CLS 53 is capable of accelerating from
zero to 60 mph in only 4.4 seconds.

AMG® RIDE CONTROL+ air suspension, developed in Affalterbach, provides drivers with a more
comfortable drive while cruising and a sportier response when cornering and braking. It can be further
modified via five DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes: Eco, Comfort, Sport, Sport+ and Individual.

All three 53 series models will also receive distinguishing features to help their style match their
performance and demark them from other vehicles. These features include a front bumper with an
A-wing design, AMG®-specific side sill panels, a twin-blade radiator grille, round exhaust tailpipe trim
elements in high-gloss chrome and a diffuser insert in the rear bumper. On the 2018 CLS 53 the
exterior mirrors are positioned on the doors, just as on the AMG® GT models.

Inside, the cars feature model-specific appointments such as AMG® seat upholstery, an AMG®
Performance steering wheel in nappa leather and carbon fiber elements. These luxurious materials
enhance comfort and support during spirited driving.

“With the new 53 series models we are extending our portfolio in a first step towards a hybridized
future with a leading-edge combination of sporty design, performance and efficiency,” said Tobias
Moers, Chairman of the Board of Management of Mercedes-AMG®. “The very spontaneous response
to accelerator pedal input, the precision and the design focusing on driving dynamics are hallmark
features of AMG®.”
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Mercedes-Benz Renews Partnership with South by
Southwest
Mercedes and SXSW are bringing the me Convention to the United
States in 2018

Last year, Mercedes-Benz began its partnership with South by Southwest to create the me
Convention, an event designed to bring creative professionals from all over the world together to build
inspiration and networking opportunities. After the success of last year’s convention, Mercedes-Benz
and South by Southwest (SXSW)
are renewing their partnership for
2018.

“Following the successful launch of
the me Convention format with
South by Southwest, we will
continue our collaboration in 2018,”
said Dr. Jens Thiemer, vice
president of marketing at
Mercedes-Benz Cars.

The September 2017 convention
was held in Frankfurt, Germany,
and was an overall success. The
first me Convention hosted more
than 2,700 participants from more
than 35 countries and featured 150
speakers throughout the event.
This year, Mercedes and SXSW
are bringing the me Convention to
the United States in a festival format.

“Our intensive collaboration began just over a year ago, when our CEO, Dr. Dieter Zetsche was at the
SXSW in Austin,” explained Dr. Thiemer. “As part of the IAA in Frankfurt, the first me Convention took
place, tightly curated and inspired by SXSW, whose makers had never entered into a partnership
outside the US. Therefore, it is more important to us to return now with an advanced concept to the
place where the me Convention originated.”

SXSW’s CEO expressed the company’s enthusiasm about the renewal of the partnership as well.
“SXSW is excited to welcome Mercedes-Benz, smart and our unique collaboration with me
Convention to our event,” said Roland Swensen. “We both share a strong focus on the future and
discovery of what’s next. Together, our collective community can be a powerful force in creative
problem solving.”

The Austin festival will bring together a community of professionals from around the world, with the
goal of motivating and inspiring them. At the Fairmont Hotel, participants can engage with
programmed content called “Intelligent Future Track” and listen to a lineup of speakers, including daily
“Mystery Talks.” The topics for these evening talks will be a surprise for participants, announced
shortly before the talk begins.

Next door to the Austin Convention Center, the me Convention is hosting a variety of activities in
Palm Park. Designed to bring participants together, the activities will include yoga sessions,
workshops, live streams and meet and greets with the event’s speakers. Food vendors will also be an
attendance.



attendance.

The 2018 me Convention will take place from March 9-18.
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How to Choose a CrossFit® Gym
Nine positive qualities that characterize a quality workout venue 

With so many different CrossFit® gyms springing up nationwide, it can be confusing to know which
one to sign up for. Here are nine traits to look for when narrowing down your options.

Clean environment

A tidy gym is one surefire sign that
the gym prioritizes your safety
while working out, explains Darren
Twissell, Co-Owner and Head
Coach of CrossFit® 8848 Strength
& Conditioning. When you’re
checking out a potential gym, make
sure the equipment and floors are
clean and the overall setup of the
place is clutter-free and spacious.

A positive vibe

Per Logan Gelbrich, CCFT,
contributor to The Box Magazine,
an upbeat attitude is one of the
essential elements of a great
CrossFit® gym. Observe the
coaches, staff and gym-goers to
get a broader perspective on the overall feel of the location.

Beginner-friendly options

Look for a venue that offers beginner-level classes to ensure your safety and help you have fun as you
learn the basics of CrossFit®. Twissell says this indicates that the gym staff prioritizes the success of
every member who uses the facility, whether they’re old-timers or newbies.

A gym and coach that suits you

Search for a gym and a coach that match your personality and workout style, recommends Tim
Huntley, contributor to My Athletic Life. If you notice that the coaches are vocal and abrasive during
classes while you’re a non-confrontational, quiet-loving individual, you might want to seek out another
gym.

Varied and structured workout programs

A variety of programs to choose from ensures you’ll stay consistently challenged no matter how long
you’re a member of the gym. It’s also important to examine the structure of each program. For
example, strength training should focus on strength-related exercises, says Twissell.

Price

Be wary of CrossFit® gyms with membership fees that seem surprisingly low, warns Gelbrich.
“Though it’s not universally true, most gyms offering a bargain are trying to compete in ways their
services can’t.”

An injury procedure

“Every gym should operate within a network of other health professionals,” writes Twissell. To put it



“Every gym should operate within a network of other health professionals,” writes Twissell. To put it
simply, the gym should work in close partnership with local health professionals that they can refer
you to in case you get injured during your workout. Also, a great gym will prioritize your comfort
instead of instructing you to work through the pain.

Talk with the members

When you visit a gym you’re interested in, Huntley recommends talking with gym-goers while you’re
there. They’re likely to give you an authentic glimpse of what the gym is really like as well as fill you in
on certain aspects of the gym that coaches and staff might not be aware of.

Quality coaches 

Look for a gym with coaches who are personable, communicate clearly and have a coaching style that
matches the program in which you’re participating. For instance, a great coach will have a more
peppy style of instruction for a cardio class while exhibiting a more militant style when teaching a
weight-lifting class. Lastly, a quality coach will regularly keep in touch with gym-goers, explains
Twissell.

Keep these nine criteria in mind when you’re hunting for the perfect CrossFit® gym to help ensure
your safety and maximize your enjoyment during this popular physical regimen.  
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